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We have made all the corrections but the following. 
Honestly, we wish to thank the reviewers for the time they have spent on this paper, as their 
comments and suggestions have enabled us to improve the paper considerably. 
Referee  1 
comments 
28. Description of Use -- why the "I" prefix on "IInput, IParameter"? These names 
are from MDK Proposal. To the best of our knowledge the “I” prefix is to distinguish 
them from the BRInput.  
Para starting "The selection of the elements" -- talks about selecting elements from 
CIM (i.e., CIM1, presumably) that must be part of the CIM2 level, but right after the 
description of the propagation, the text says "that we want to be represented in the 
PIM-level conceptual model". Is this stated as intended?  
Yes, because the elements in the CIM2 level are those which are going to be 
transformed, so they are going to be represented in PIM-level conceptual model. 
 
55. Wondering about the lifecycle of the "exclusive" object. Seems like it could have 
states like pending, obtained, delivered, billed, paid, etc. Are those considered?  
These states are not considered explicitly. However some of them can be deduced 
from the properties of the exclusive. It is pending if photographer property is not set 
to any value, it is obtained when delivery date property has value for example. 
57. Case study analysis and discussion -- the section is fairly self-serving, since the 
evaluation was done by the authors. Would be good to have independent 
evaluation/assessment of the methodology. 
It is a good idea. We leave it for a future work. 
 
Referee  4 
comments 
As a personal note on the research proper: The justification to use O-O methods is 
basically that it is popular, well founded and 'a lot of work' has been done with it in 
this domain. That is as strong as one can say in the scope of the paper. And the 
general approach outlined here is the only one a skilled engineer could use, given 
the tools of today. But I believe based on underlying formal issues, that O-O is not 
capable of doing what is intended here. There is room for a look at first principles, 
and after the authors have some experience using this method, I encourage them 
to revisit their basic assumptions. 
Thank you for your suggestion. We are going to explore other alternatives to OO 
methods for a future work. 
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Reusing enterprise models to build Platform Independent Models 
Abstract.  
Enterprises use enterprise models to represent and analyse their processes, products, decisions, 
organisation, information flows, etc. Nevertheless, the enterprise knowledge that exists in enterprise 
models is not used beyond these purposes. The main goal of this paper is to present a framework that 
allows enterprises to reuse enterprise models to build software. The framework includes these 
dimensions: 1) a methodology that guides the use of the other dimensions in the reutilisation of 
enterprise models in software generation; 2) a set of metamodels to represent enterprises at the 
Computation Independent Model (CIM) level; 3) a modelling guide to make enterprise models using 
the metamodels proposed in this paper; 4) an extraction algorithm to discriminate the part of the CIM 
model to reuse; and 5) a set of transformation rules to reuse enterprise models to build Platform 
Independent Models. In addition, a case example is shown to validate the work that was carried out 
and to identify limitations. 
Keywords: Enterprise Models, Model Transformation, Model Driven Architecture 
1 Introduction 
Enterprise Modelling can be defined as the art of representing the structure and behaviour of an enterprise 
(Vernadat, 1996) in a way that allows it to be used to support decision-making, to gain a better 
understanding of the different dimensions of the enterprise (such as its organisation, business processes, 
information, decisions, products, resources, etc.) and to share this knowledge with others. Many 
languages, standards, methodologies, architectures and tools for Enterprise Modelling have emerged since 
the 1970s (Devedzic, 1999). 
Although existing proposals have proved to be adequate for the aims that they were initially designed for, 
today there is a new challenge to be met; i.e., the automatic reuse of the information contained within the 
enterprise models to create Platform Independent Models (PIM) that lend support to enterprises (Chen & 
Sairamesh, 2006). It is generally agreed that the only realistic way to address this problem, and to 
continue to provide software benefits to the public at large, is to develop software using appropriate 
methods of abstraction based on a model-driven approach (Kramer, 2007). 
This new challenge allows advantage to be taken of the effort that went into constructing these enterprise 
models by reusing the knowledge depicted in them. At the same time it allows some of the current 
objectives of software engineering to be achieved, such as: (1) improving communication and reaching 
agreements among the final users and developers of the computer system, because models can be used as 
a communication mechanism (Huet & Martin, 1980); (2) aligning the functioning of the enterprise with 
the software solution that supports it, because if the requirements are obtained from the enterprise models, 
the software solution is more likely to better fit the needs of the enterprise; (3) reducing the probability of 
errors and the time and costs of software development because the development is partially automated 
(Zhu et al, 2013). 
Nevertheless, in their present state there are a number of issues that prevent any of the existing 
approaches from creating and transforming enterprise models into Platform Independent Models that are 
wholly satisfactory and capable of being used to support the development of a computer system (Garner 
& Raban, 1999). The main problems can be summed up as follows: 
1. There are no enterprise models that take into consideration all the aspects of a business that need to be 
included in the future computer system of the enterprise.  
2. The purpose of the model, the nomenclature and the point of view followed in creating the models 
differ according to the view of the enterprise that is being modelled (Dijkman et al, 2008). For instance, 
when the organisational structure is being modelled, the models usually focus on the organisational 
elements, like departments and human resources of the enterprise, while if the business processes are 
being modelled, they focus on the tasks, activities and processes needed to carry out the business process. 
However, even if elements that are present in the organisational structure model also appear in the 
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2 
business models, there is no explicit mechanism that allows the modellers to establish an explicit 
relationship between the elements that appear in different models, despite the fact that they represent the 
same concept. This means that the semantic wealth of the models does not possess the information 
necessary for them to be used to create the conceptual model of the future computer system automatically.  
3. Lack of strong links between enterprise models and software generation. This problem becomes more 
pronounced due to the existence of various modelling languages for each of the different views of the 
enterprise (processes, products, resources, etc.), which makes it more difficult to define suitable 
mechanisms for transforming enterprise models into Platform Independent Models. 
4. Enterprises do not have a clear understanding of the potential advantages of enterprise modelling. As a 
result, some enterprises, especially SMEs, implement few enterprise models and, if they do, it is very hard 
for them to maintain those (Vergidis et al, 2008). 
5. There are few examples of success stories. This may be due to the many open and unresolved research 
issues in this field, like how to deal with very large models or the designing of model management tool 
chains. Success stories may reveal new directions for development of the theory as well as lessons of 
transferable value for future practice (Ruscio et al, 2014). 
6. The benefits of using abstract models to develop software are frequently cited and are often 
considered to be obvious, but there are no empirical data to test or support the claims of these benefits 
(Hutchinson et al, 2014).  
7. Enterprises create models for several purposes, since they are very useful to understand how 
enterprises work, among other benefits. As stated in the Literature Review section, to the best of our 
knowledge, most approaches for enterprise modelling have a lack regarding their level of formalism. 
They are not formal enough to be able to use them to create Platform Independent Models automatically. 
Hence, there is a need for methodological proposals that allow the main views of the enterprise to be 
modelled, which use the enterprise models as yet another resource in software development and which 
include a definition of the rules of transformation so that the information from the enterprise models can 
be reused in the automatic creation of Platform Independent Models. 
With the aim of solving this problem, this paper proposes the MDKe-IRIS (Model Driven Knowledge 
extended – IRIS) Framework for developing software from enterprise models with a significant practical 
impact. It allows the main enterprise views to be modelled; it solves the semantic problems in the 
interoperability among the different models of each of the enterprise views; it defines the transformation 
rules to help to build software from enterprise models; and it develops models at the Computation 
Independent Model (CIM) level that are formal enough to be able to reuse them to build software.  
The main goal of the MDKe-IRIS Framework is to allow practitioners to derive software solutions for 
enterprises starting from their enterprise models. This framework includes these dimensions: (1) a 
methodology that guides the use of each dimension in the reutilisation of enterprise models in software 
generation; (2) a set of metamodels for the enterprise model; (3) the definition of a guide to carry out 
enterprise modelling; (4) an algorithm for extracting the elements of the enterprise models that are going 
to be included in the Platform Independent Models; and (5) the definition of a set of transformation rules 
to be applied to the instances of the metamodels in order to turn them into Platform Independent Models. 
Moreover, in order to illustrate how the MDKe-IRIS Framework works, this paper includes a case study. 
The case study was developed with the aim of validating the research conducted during the development 
of the MDKe-IRIS Framework, specifically to answer this question: is it possible to reuse the knowledge 
depicted in enterprise models for code generation using the MDKe-IRIS Framework?  
This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 briefly reviews the concepts, proposals and approaches 
related to the use of business models in software development. Section 3 explains some concepts related 
to the development of the MDKe-IRIS Framework. A detailed description of the MDKe-IRIS Framework 
is given in section 4 and a practical case is described in section 5 as an example of how it can be used. 
Certain aspects of the framework are discussed in section 6 and, finally, section 7 contains the 
conclusions from the study. 
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2 Literature Review 
The work presented in this paper is based on the Model Driven Development (MDD) paradigm, which is 
in turn based on the idea that models direct the process of developing a software application. In this 
paradigm, the models represent the functioning of the enterprise by using a language that is expressive 
enough to allow part of the software system that supports it to be generated automatically (Pham et al, 
2007). Within MDD, the Model Driven Architecture (MDA) paradigm (OMG, 2003) is probably the most 
commonly used. It was proposed by the Object Management Group (OMG) in 2001 as an architecture for 
developing applications by using a hierarchy of models at three levels of abstraction: 
• Computation Independent Model (CIM). This is used to represent the domain to be modelled (called 
CIM1) and the computer system requirements of the domain (called CIM2). CIM is based on business 
models and views of the enterprise from a holistic perspective that is independent of the computation.  
• Platform Independent Model (PIM). This is used to model system functionality but without defining 
how it will be implemented or on what platform. It focuses on information and sets out from a 
computational point of view. 
• Platform Specific Model (PSM). The PIM model is transformed into a platform-dependent model 
according to the platform selected for use and is focused on a technological point of view. 
A lot of work is being carried out within the OMG framework to develop PIM and PSM models and to 
achieve direct transformations from PIM to PSM, as well as from PSM to executable code (OMG, 2003), 
(Soler et al, 2009), (Xiao-mei et al, 2009).  
The work presented in this paper is focused on the transformation of CIM models into PIM models 
following a set of transformation rules. To the best of our knowledge, the creation of CIM models of 
enterprises and their transformations into PIM models is still in progress (De Castro et al, 2011). The rest 
of this section explains the works in the literature regarding the concept of reusing knowledge depicted in 
models with a high level of abstraction (CIM models) to generate PIM models. These CIM2PIM works 
can be classified in three categories, depending on the enterprise view that is being modelled at the CIM 
level: one focused on software requirements modelling, another focused on decisional and organisation 
modelling and the last one focused on business process modelling.  
2.1 CIM2PIM works focused on software requirements modelling 
Regarding the CIM2PIM works focused on software requirements modelling at the CIM level, all the 
proposals contribute to establish the foundations of how to reuse the information depicted at the CIM 
level. However, they have been developed mainly from the point of view of software development. Thus, 
the CIM models only model the software requirements of the enterprise without considering other 
enterprise views; i.e., they only model what they are going to transform. There are two sub-categories: 
one related to the reutilisation of models generated with i* language (Nicolás & Toval, 2009), and the 
other based on the processing of natural language specifications to obtain PIM models. 
The I* language (Dalpiaz et al, 2008) is a goal-oriented modelling language in which the models 
represent the objectives to be accomplished by a software solution and the agents that are involved in the 
accomplishment of these objectives. Regarding i*, in (Guizzardi & Guizzardi, 2010) the authors present 
the ARKnowD Methodology that combines Tropos, a methodology for making models using i* at the 
CIM level (Bresciani et al, 2004), and the Agent-Object-Relationship (AOR) modelling approach 
(Wagner, 2003) for making models at the PIM level. The ARKnowD Methodology allows practitioners to 
obtain models for system engineering starting from i* models. The idea is to map Tropos and AOR 
modelling language to an ontology in order to establish the semantic correspondence between the 
elements of the metamodels of both languages. The elements in the resulting AOR model, derived 
automatically from Tropos, are agents, objects, interactions and relationships, but the properties of the 
objects cannot be extracted from the i* model automatically. 
Other works based on i* are (Alfonso et al, 2010), (Luna et al, 2010) and (Alencar et al, 2009). The first 
two explain explain CIM to PIM transformations in the context of a web application. Requirements are 
modelled using the i* framework (Yu, 1997) and the resulting models are transformed to the Adaptive 
Object Oriented Hypermedia method (A-OOH) (Garrigós, 2008). In these three works, the authors 
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4 
present a goal-oriented approach to specify web requirements and a set of transformation rules that allow 
users to obtain A-OOH Domain and Navigational models. The difference between these two works is that 
(Luna et al, 2010) includes the use of mock-ups to facilitate the end-users’ comprehension of the 
functioning of the final application. Moreover, in (Luna et al, 2010) an automatic evaluation of i* models 
is included so as to be able to know the level of satisfaction of the goals described in them. On the other 
hand, (Alencar et al, 2009) explains the transformation guidelines to automatically obtain OO-Method 
approach models (Pastor & Molina, 2007) from i* models. It establishes a total of eight guidelines that 
allow the modellers to reuse the knowledge depicted in i* diagrams. To reuse the knowledge at the CIM 
level, an analysis of the i* elements is carried out. The processes to be automated at the PIM level are 
obtained from tasks at the CIM level and actors in the i* diagrams are transformed into classes at the PIM 
level if it is necessary to maintain information about them. Regarding this guideline, from the information 
we found in (Alencar et al, 2009), it is not clear if there exists an automatic way to distinguish actors to be 
transformed and actors that do not need to be transformed. Moreover, attributes of classes are obtained 
from the resources associated to an actor at the CIM level if these resources express information about the 
actor but, again, it is not clear if it is possible to know whether a resource has this characteristic 
automatically. 
The other sub-category deals with issues of CIM to PIM transformation based on the processing of 
natural language specifications to obtain PIM models. In (Chen & Zeng, 2010) ) an approach is proposed 
to transform product requirements expressed in natural language into UML (Unified Modelling 
Language) diagrams using the Recursive Object Model (ROM). The text is analysed using ROMA (ROM 
Analysis) and a ROM diagram is generated. Once the ROM diagram has been created, a set of 
transformation rules is applied over it to automatically obtain use case and object UML (Object 
Management Group, 2000) diagrams. From our point of view, this is an interesting approach because text 
specifications are easy for the end users of the software solution to understand, but its main problem is 
that it is very difficult to get the most from the text; for instance, it is not clear how the approach deals 
with business rules expressed in the text, or what happens if the writer of the text uses synonyms to 
designate the same concept. In (Lopata & Ambraziunas, 2010) the authors explain the generation of the 
PIM level, represented by the UML class, use case and sequence diagrams, from the requirements 
represented with structured questionnaires, modified workflows and free-form diagrams (CIM level). The 
idea is to enrich the CIM level with the knowledge base subsystem, which represents an enterprise 
metamodel, in order to establish the semantics of the elements at the CIM level. CIM level elements are 
mapped onto the knowledge base subsystem and the transformation is performed from the knowledge 
base subsystem to the PIM level. Finally, (Martinez-Fernandez et al, 2009) introduces the use of business 
rules at all levels of an MDA architecture. In this way, the business restrictions are present in the whole 
software development process. Business rules are defined over concepts represented in an ontology that 
can be matched against business objects, represented by UML classes. 
2.2 CIM2PIM works focused on decisional and organisation modelling 
Regarding the CIM2PIM works focused on decisional and organisation modelling at the CIM level, the 
only work we have found in the literature is (Grangel et al, 2010), where it is explained how to transform 
models made with the GRAI method develop at the LAP/GRAI Laboratory, University Bordeaux, France 
(Doumeingts et al, 1993) into UML use case and activity diagrams. This work shows how it is possible i) 
to define UML profiles for filling the semantic gap between GRAI Grids and UML Use Case Diagrams or 
Activity Diagrams, and ii) to implement the profile-based mapping using a transformation language.  
2.3 CIM2PIM works focused on business process modelling 
Regarding the CIM2PIM works focused on business process modelling at the CIM level, there are 
different approaches. In (Cox et al, 2005) the authors propose a guide to derive software from process 
models and represent them in terms of Jackson’s problem frames (Jackson, 2001). The study proposes a 
set of guidelines to map role activity diagrams (Ould, 1995) to problem frames. In (Rodríguez, 2010) a set 
of transformation rules are explained for transforming Secure Business Process (SBP) models into UML 
analysis classes and UML use cases with the aim of obtaining useful artefacts for software development. 
SBP models were defined as an extension of UML 2.0 – Activity Diagram and BPMN – BPD (Business 
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5 
Process Modelling Notation – Business Process Diagram) (OMG, 2009). The work presented in 
(Rodríguez, 2010) is about how to take advantage of CIM models in software development processes. 
However, they do not explain what the specific usages of the generated PIM models are and, currently, 
since the authors do not define transformation rules for transforming PIM to PSM and code, it is not 
possible to use those PIM models for automatic software generation. (De Castro et al, 2011) includes a 
complete set of metamodels for the CIM and PIM levels as well as the mapping rules to perform the 
transformations from CIM to PIM models. The authors use the e3 value model (Gordijn et al, 2006) and 
BPMN models for the CIM level and a set of Domain Specific Languages defined specifically for the 
service-oriented development of information systems. Transformations are defined using the language 
ATL (Atlas Transformation Language) (Jouault et al, 2008). In (Mazanek & Hanus, 2011) the authors 
show how to transform CIM models, represented with BPMN, into PIM models, represented with BPEL 
(Business Process Execution Language) (OASIS, 2011). The main difference of this work with regard to 
the previous ones is the transformation engine they use. The transformation engine is based on functional 
logic programming: it uses rewriting rules specified with Curry language (Antoy & Hanus, 2002).  
2.4 Synthesis 
As a result of the review of the state of the art in the literature regarding the CIM to PIM transformation, 
it may be concluded that there is no approach that models the enterprise from a holistic point of view at 
the CIM level; i.e., considering all the enterprise views. This is an important challenge inside the software 
engineering community, as was pointed out in (Kardos & Drozdová, 2010). 
To solve this problem, the MDKe-IRIS Framework has been developed. This Framework takes into 
account the developer’s point of view, but also business people’s point of view. The types of models that 
the Framework works with are enterprise models that allow most of the views of the enterprise to be 
modelled automatically, as well as automatically extracting the elements that will make up the software 
application. Moreover, the framework includes a modelling guide to help practitioners create the 
enterprise models and a set of sixteen rules to automatically obtain a software prototype from the CIM 
model. The prototype created is a prototype that follows the Object Oriented Programming paradigm. It 
includes the set of classes and the signature of the methods that represent the behaviour of the objects. 
The main contributions of the MDKe-IRIS Framework compared with earlier proposals are: 
 MDKe-IRIS allows practitioners to model the main views of the enterprise. Most of the proposals 
reviewed here are focused on one view. MDKe-IRIS takes into account the structure of the 
enterprise, its business rules, business processes and the organisational structure, among others. 
 The framework includes the mechanisms needed to establish relations among the models of the 
different enterprise views, which facilitates interoperability of the CIM-level models by preventing 
semantic inconsistencies.  
 One of the biggest problems of the previous models is the automatic extraction of the requirements. 
The business models may include aspects that do not necessarily have to appear in the platform-
independent models. Hence, with the aim of finding a solution to the extraction of the requirements 
from the business models, the framework includes a mechanism for discriminating the elements in 
the business model that must appear in the Platform Independent Models by means of a tagging 
process, and their automatic extraction using an algorithm. 
 All the reviewed proposals are based on the fact that all the information at the CIM level must be 
transformed to create the PIM level. They do not take into account the possibility that CIM models 
represent the enterprise itself and not only its information system. On the CIM level of the MDKe-
IRIS Framework it is possible to represent the enterprise model independently of the elements that 
will make up the PIM level. 
 It includes a top-down modelling guide that helps modellers obtain the information from business 
people and to represent it using the MDKe-IRIS Framework. 
 It is possible to generate a prototype automatically from the CIM level. 
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3 Background 
In this section the different approaches that form the basis of the MDKe-IRIS Framework are reviewed. 
First, the model-driven knowledge (MDK) proposal (Grangel, 2007) is explained, which is the foundation 
for the metamodels that are used in the MDKe-IRIS Framework to generate the enterprise models. Next, 
the OO-Method (Pastor & Molina, 2007) is outlined, which is the modelling language chosen to represent 
the Platform Independent Models derived from the enterprise models. Finally, the justification underlying 
the choice of these two approaches is explained.  
3.1 Model Driven Knowledge Proposal 
The modelling language used to generate the Enterprise models in the MDKe-IRIS Framework is based 
on the MDK proposal. MDK is a reference framework for generating models that represent enterprise 
knowledge with the aim of later producing a knowledge management system (Chalmeta & Grangel, 
2008).  
The MDK proposal defines an enterprise ontology and a set of metamodels and diagrams that make it 
possible to generate models which represent different views of the enterprise. The metamodels that were 
defined and later implemented by developing a series of UML profiles are: 
 The Knowledge Metamodel, which generates the ‘Knowledge Model’. This model offers a holistic 
view of the knowledge possessed by an enterprise. It makes it possible to identify and represent the 
conceptual blocks of knowledge (which are understood as being any elements belonging to the 
organisation or to its surroundings that contain a particular type of knowledge), the ontological 
categories and subcategories, the target knowledge of a particular enterprise, and the variables, 
sources and procedures that are employed to extract and calculate them. 
 The Organisation Metamodel, which generates the ‘Organisation Model’. This represents the 
enterprise from the point of view of its organisation, business rules and goals. 
 The Structure Metamodel, which makes it possible to obtain the ‘Structure Model’. This models the 
products, resources, employees and customers/suppliers of an enterprise. 
 The Behaviour Metamodel, which allows the ‘Behaviour Model’ to be generated. This models the 
business processes and the services offered by the enterprise. 
3.2 OO-Method 
The enterprise models developed with the MDKe-IRIS Framework are transformed into Platform 
Independent Models that follow the OO-Method approach.  
The Object Model is a graphic model that includes a definition of the system classes, their attributes and 
the relations among them; the services available for each class, which specify the changes of state that can 
take place in the instances of the classes to which they are associated; and the agents, which represent the 
users of the system. 
The Dynamic Model specifies the valid lifecycle of an object, which is the order in which the services 
associated to a class must take place. The valid life sequence of an object is defined by means of a State 
Transition Diagram, which contains two kinds of elements: states and transitions. States represent the 
different specific situations in which an object may find itself. Transitions, in contrast, associate two 
states of the object and indicate that change of state is allowed. To do so, each transition is associated to a 
service so that if service X is executed on an object that is in a state N, then the state of the object will 
become the state associated with N by means of X. Furthermore, this model allows the user to define 
global transactions that include services of different classes but which are executed as a single unit. It is 
also possible to determine which services can be executed if a certain condition is fulfilled. 
The Functional Model captures the operational semantics associated with the changes of state that are 
produced in these objects. The effects that different events produce on the objects are defined and the 
conditions for evaluating their attributes are specified, among other things.  
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Finally, the Presentation Model represents the way in which the information in the system is captured by 
means of agent interaction models. 
3.3 Justification 
The MDK proposal was adopted because (1) the metamodels defined in this proposal allow CIM models 
of the main views of the enterprise to be generated; (2) the diagrams for producing the CIM models are 
visual and similar to the ones that are usually employed in enterprises, for example IDEF0 (Cantamessa & 
Paolucci, 1998) for modelling the process view, GRAI (Roboam et al, 1989) for modelling decisions, or 
EXPRESS for products (ISO 10303 STEP: Standard for the Exchange of Product model data); and (3) it 
uses a single modelling language to generate the models of the different views. The MDK proposal has 
these characteristics because it is based on the stereotype mechanism offered in version 2 of UML, 
developed by the OMG, which allows UML to be customised in a better way (Fuentes et al, 2002). 
Moreover, MDK was developed from the principles defined in the ATHENA (Advanced Technologies 
for interoperability of Heterogeneous Enterprise Networks and their Applications) project (IST-2001-
507849, 2010) and is based on the UEML (Unified Enterprise Modelling Language) (Opdahl & Berio, 
2007) and POP* (Process, Organisation, Product) (Grangel et al, 2006) metamodels for establishing 
common formats, which facilitate the exchange of models and provide an environment in which they can 
be reused. UML has been selected because it has been successfully used to model and develop IT systems 
in different domains, and it can also be useful in the context of Enterprise Modelling (Marshall, 2000). 
The OO-Method was chosen as the target of the transformations because it is very well documented and 
is implemented within a commercial tool. Thus, it is possible to validate the PIM models generated from 
the MDKe-IRIS Framework in practice.  
Finally, although functional programming is gaining popularity nowadays most companies choose web 
and mobile applications based on object-oriented programming implemented with Java, asp.net, ios or 
android as programming languages. We therefore chose object-oriented modelling as the representation of 
the PIM level because, in our opinion, it can have a major practical impact. 
4 MDKe-IRIS Framework for Enterprise Modelling and Knowledge reutilisation 
In this section the MDKe-IRIS Framework is explained. It is based on five dimensions (Fig. 1). The first 
dimension is a methodology that guides the use of each dimension in the reutilisation of enterprise models 
in software generation. The second dimension is the modelling language of the CIM level based on the 
MDK Proposal, which is called MDKe-IRIS (Model Driven Knowledge extended). The third dimension 
is the Modelling Guide, which is a set of steps about how to create enterprise models using the MDKe-
IRIS language. The fourth dimension is an extraction algorithm to obtain the elements of the CIM2 level 
from the CIM1 level. The fifth dimension consists of a set of rules for mapping the metamodel of the 
MDKe-IRIS language onto the OO-Method modelling language. These mapping rules are used as 
transformation rules to derive the PIM model that conforms to the OO-Method metamodel, from the 
CIM2 level that conforms to the MDKe-IRIS metamodel. The rest of this section explains each 
dimension. 
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Fig. 1 MDKe-IRIS Framework Overview 
4.1 Dimension 1: Methodology 
Fig. 2 shows the methodology that allows the other dimensions of the framework to be employed to reuse 
enterprise models to generate PIM models. The methodology is split into three phases.  
Phase 1: Apply the modelling guide (dimension 3) to obtain the CIM1 model using the MDKe-IRIS 
modelling language (dimension 2). 
Phase 2: Apply the extraction algorithm (dimension 4) to the CIM1 model to obtain the CIM2 model. The 
CIM2 model is the part of the enterprise models that is going to be transformed in the next phase. 
Phase 3: Apply the transformation rules (dimension 5) to the CIM2 Model to obtain the OO-Method 
model, which belongs to the PIM level. 
The result of the application of the methodology is a PIM model that conforms to the OO-Method 
metamodel. Finally, this PIM model, together with additional information about the technological 
platform that must be specified, will be used to generate a PSM model. 
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Fig. 2 Methodology of the MDKe-IRIS Framework 
4.2 Dimension 2: MDKe-IRIS Modelling Language 
The MDKe-IRIS Modelling Language is an extension of the MDK Proposal. In this section, the 
modifications performed on the MDK Proposal are explained. The MDK Proposal is oriented towards 
modelling the knowledge handled within an enterprise to create an information system for knowledge 
management. Although it does propose metamodels for creating CIM1 models of the different views of 
the enterprise using a single modelling language (UML adapted with different profiles and stereotypes), 
these metamodels had to be improved in order to fit the purposes of the MDKe-IRIS Framework. This is 
essentially due to the fact that (1) in some cases the models that were proposed were too simple (for 
example the part of the Organisational Metamodel for the business rules model); (2) the terminology used 
in the metamodels was oriented towards modelling the knowledge to be implemented in a knowledge 
management system, instead of being a terminology that was closer to that used in the enterprise in each 
of the views to be modelled; and (3) the metamodels are independent, meaning that the elements that are 
identical in each of them are not explicitly related. 
To solve these problems the MDK metamodels were improved by incorporating a set of artefacts and a 
system for relating the common elements in the different metamodels. More specifically, two kinds of 
artefacts were incorporated: metaclasses in the ‘Knowledge Metamodel’ and a set of inter-metamodel 
relations that allow the user to connect the common elements in the different metamodels and to relate the 
different elements in order to specify the distinct types of relations between them. 
Description of the metaclasses that were incorporated 
The main change in the MDK Proposal was made in the ‘Knowledge Metamodel’, which was renamed as 
the ‘Domain Metamodel’ in the MDKe-IRIS modelling language. The ‘Domain Metamodel’ does not 
include the elements related to the knowledge modelling that were present in the MDK ‘Knowledge 
Metamodel’, such as KnowledgeBlock, OntologicalCategory, TargetKnowledge and InstanceKnowledge. 
Rather, the following elements were incorporated (surrounded by a dotted square in Fig. 3): 
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 DomainBlock, which represents a block from the enterprise domain. An enterprise domain block is 
considered to be the conceptual grouping of elements belonging to the same view of the enterprise, as 
defined in the enumeration DomainBlockType. 
 Domain, which represents subdivisions of the DomainBlocks used to group the elements of the 
enterprise domain conceptually. 
 DomainElement, which represents an abstraction of the different elements used by the enterprise in its 
day-to-day activities and which need to be managed, such as products, documents, information, 
resources, and so on. It is made up of: a name, which must be unique in the model; a value to indicate 
the type of persistence of an element in the model, which can have two values, True or False, 
depending on whether an element of the domain can be discarded or not in the future within the 
enterprise system; and a set of associated properties represented by means of the metaclass Property. 
Even if the type of persistence could appear to be information that is hard to know at the CIM level, in 
our opinion, this is not so because business people know if they discard the information about the 
elements related with the enterprise or not. 
 Property: this element allows DomainElements to be characterised and each of them must have at least 
one associated Property. The following aspects must be indicated for each property: 
o Defining. This indicates whether a property is defining or not. In this context the set of 
defining properties is considered to be the set of properties that are necessary and sufficient to 
characterise a DomainElement. 
o Constant. If this value is true, it shows that once the value of the property has been 
established it cannot be modified. Otherwise, it will be possible to modify the value of the 
property. 
o Type. This may have the following values: numerical, text, defined domain, date, 
currency, irrational or element population. The possible types of property were defined taking into 
account the fact that it must be possible to represent the basic types of data that appear in the day-
to-day operation of an enterprise (either in its paperwork or in its information system). These may 
include numbers or dates, and more complex types of data represented by other DomainElements, 
as is the case of the element population type. This type indicates that a property takes values from 
the instances (the population) of another DomainElement present in the model. Moreover, the 
defined domain type indicates that the value of the property is restricted to a particular clearly 
defined set of values that does not coincide with the population of another DomainElement. 
o Multiply. This indicates the cardinality of a property. 
The relation isBasedOn was also added to the model. This is a directed relation between two 
DomainElements so that if A’ isBasedOn A, it means that the incorporation of an instance of A’ within 
the enterprise domain depends on the existence of A. Furthermore, the attribute type was added for the 
input type of information flows in the ‘Behaviour Metamodel’ with the aim of determining the types of 
elements that participate in the processes and facilitate the PIM-level transformation. It can have the same 
values as the attribute Type of the properties. 
Fig. 3 shows the ‘Domain Metamodel’, which includes the metaclasses for modelling the 
DomainElements that exist within the enterprise, their characteristics, the relations between them, and the 
processes in which they are involved and the sources of information associated to them. The other 
elements not explained before belong to the original metamodel. The elements TacitSource and 
ExplicitSource represent sources from where information can be obtained about the DomainElements; the 
difference between them is that an ExplicitSource is another DomainElement, so the information is 
represented in a computer-readable way, while TacitSource represents sources of information that are not 
computer-readable. The element Source is an abstraction of TacitSource and ExplicitSource. On the other 
hand, the InputVariable element represents the information inputs to characterise a DomainElement. The 
ExtractionProcedure element represents the procedures to be performed in order to extract the 
InputVariables from the Sources. The CalculationProcedure represents the transformations that should be 
applied over the InputVariables in order to be compatible with the target DomainElement. Finally, the 
Procedure element was included in the original metamodel to represent the procedural knowledge. 
However, in the extension of the MDK Proposal its meaning has changed. In the MDKe-IRIS Modelling 
Language it represents the procedures that modify the values of the DomainElement attributes. The 
representation is made by enumeration; i.e., in this metamodel he implementation of these procedures is 
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not included because its implementation is part of the Behaviour Metamodel, which is very similar to an 
IDEF0 metamodel. 
 
 
Fig. 3 Domain Metamodel 
Inter-metamodel relations 
The MDK proposal consists of a set of metamodels with which the main views of an enterprise can be 
modelled. Yet the metamodels are not explicitly related to each other, which is a drawback when it comes 
to automatically processing the models generated from the MDK Proposal and reusing the information 
that they contain to develop a computer-based conceptual model. A set of inter-metamodel relations were 
therefore incorporated to enable associations to be established between different elements from different 
metamodels. These interrelations ensure that the set of models that represent an enterprise are related to 
each other by means of relations with a precise semantics that makes it possible to complete the 
information about the enterprise offered by the model. 
One of the purposes of inter-metamodel relations is to specify the relations among procedures and the 
business rules that these procedures must fulfil, while also establishing links between sources of 
information and the workers employed by the enterprise. These relations also make it possible to 
determine the function of a particular element in the different views of the enterprise. The 
DomainElements and the sources of information can therefore be associated to their behaviour and 
integrity constraints (which are formulated as business rules) at the CIM level. 
These kinds of associations correspond to the structure of an application designed according to an object-
oriented approach. Thus, using a typical structure from the object-oriented approach to model at the CIM 
level makes it easier to transform the enterprise models into object-oriented Platform Independent 
Models, while at the same time satisfying the objective of reusing the information that exists in the 
enterprise models to generate Platform Independent Models.  
Including the relations among the metamodels, the resulting structure can be seen as a multilevel graph in 
which each level is a model and they are related to each other by means of inter-metamodel relations. 
Fig. 4 shows the inter-metamodel relations that were defined among the metamodels of the MDKe-IRIS 
metamodels. Next it is explained the relationship among the elements in the figure and the metamodels. 
BRInput, Business Rule and Task belong to the Organisation Metamodel. BRInput represents the inputs 
of a Business Rule, and Task represents a set of procedures to be carried out to perform a business 
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process. The Human element belongs to the Structure Metamodel and represents the employees of the 
enterprise. The elements Process, Service, Process Role and Flow belong to the Behaviour Metamodel. 
Process and Service represent the implementation of a business process and are composed of a set of 
activities. Process Role represents the role played by the different resources related to a Process or a 
Service element and the Flow element represents the information fluxes among the processes. Finally, the 
elements such as Element, Uses, Possible Instances and Possible Tacit source show the elements that do 
not really exist in the metamodels but represent elements that have been grouped together for the sake of 
simplifying the graphical representation. The rest of the elements belong to the Domain Metamodel and 
were explained in the previous subsection. 
 
 
Fig. 4 Inter-metamodel relations 
In the following, the meaning of each of these inter-metamodel relations is explained. Most of these 
relations do not represent cardinality constraints and thus, unless indicated otherwise, the cardinality of 
the relation must be considered to be N:N. 
isResponsibleFor relates elements of the Profile, Role or Employee type from the ‘Organisation 
Metamodel’ with elements of the TacitSource type from the ‘Domain Metamodel’. It makes it possible to 
define which people are responsible for being the tacit source of information associated with an element 
of the domain. 
instancedBy relates elements of the Human type from the ‘Structure Metamodel’ with elements of the 
Profile, Role or Employee type from the ‘Organisation Metamodel’. It makes it possible to define which 
particular people belong to a specific profile or play a particular role in the enterprise. 
Use relates elements of the Property or DomainElement type from the ‘Domain Metamodel’ with 
elements of the IInput, IParameter or Variable type from the ‘Organisation Metamodel’. It makes it 
possible to define what properties are used as inputs, parameters or variables in the strategic business 
plans and centres of analysis. 
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mustValidate relates elements of the inputVariable type from the ‘Domain Metamodel’ with elements of 
the BRInput type from the ‘Organisation Metamodel’. It makes it possible to indicate that the value of an 
input variable of a procedure for obtaining a DomainElement must fulfil the business rule. 
isNeededFor relates elements of the Property type from the ‘Domain Metamodel’ with elements of the 
BRInput type from the ‘Organisation Metamodel’. It is similar to the previous one, but in this case the 
properties do not have to be the element to be validated but instead are part of the functioning of the 
business rule. 
implementedBy relates elements of the Procedure type from the ‘Domain Metamodel’ with elements of 
the Process or Service type from the ‘Behaviour Metamodel’. It indicates what procedure is implemented 
by means of what process or service. The minimum cardinality of this relation was set to 0 so as not to 
impose any kind of constraint on the modelling and thereby avoid forcing the final user to model all the 
enterprise procedures as processes or services. The maximum cardinality is 1, since a procedure cannot be 
implemented by more than one process or service at the same time. This also means that a procedure 
should not be allowed to relate to a process and a service at the same time. The representation of the 
‘Relations Metamodel’, however, does not allow this fact to be expressed graphically and to do so it 
would have to be specified by means of a constraint expressed in a language like Object Constraint 
Language (OCL), which is not currently envisaged in this research (Alencar et al, 2009). 
ownedBy relates elements of the Procedure type from the ‘Domain Metamodel’ with elements of the 
Task type from the ‘Organisation Metamodel’. It allows tasks to be related to the procedures that they are 
made up of and to create a bridge to the work profiles that each task must perform (which are directly 
related in the ‘Organisation Metamodel’ of the MDK Proposal). 
obeysTo relates elements of the Procedure type from the ‘Domain Metamodel’ with elements of the 
BusinessRule type from the ‘Organisation Metamodel’. The aim is to associate the constraints that it must 
fulfil at the procedure level. 
mustOccur relates Procedure type elements from the ‘Domain Metamodel’ to each other. It makes it 
possible to model an ordered relation in which the business procedures are to be executed. The maximum 
cardinality was limited to 1 in order to avoid indeterminism in the execution of these procedures. 
triggers relates Process type elements from the ‘Behaviour Metamodel’ to each other. The aim is to be 
able to model an ordered relation in which the processes belonging to the different procedures are to be 
executed and which must always be executed sequentially and completely. As in the case of the relation 
mustOccur, the maximum cardinality was limited to 1 in order to avoid indeterminism in the execution of 
these processes. 
representedBy is an identity relation between an element of the DomainElement type from the ‘Domain 
Metamodel’ and another element from another metamodel that represents it. It indicates that the instance 
of a DomainElement is present in another model in the form of the elements defined in the 
PossibleElementType enumeration. To represent this relation graphically, a new class was created, 
Element, whose attribute type and its possible values, which are defined in the PossibleInstanceType 
enumeration, indicate the elements with which this relation can be established. Cardinality was defined as 
0:1 because for each type of element this relation can be established with one element that instantiates it 
at the most. 
isEquivalentTo relates elements of the Property type with elements of the inputVariable type, which 
both belong to the ‘Domain Metamodel’. It links the values of the characteristics of the domain elements 
represented as input variables to the properties that characterise it in the model. In this case the maximum 
cardinality was limited to 1 because a property can only be associated to an element of the inputVariable 
type; in the opposite direction, however, the cardinality does not present any constraints because an 
inputVariable can be associated to more than one property. 
instantiatedBy relates elements of the Property and DomainElement type from the ‘Domain Metamodel’ 
with elements of the Flow or ProcessRole type from the ‘Behaviour Metamodel’. It associates the 
structural elements expressed in the ‘Domain Model’ with the function that they perform in the dynamics 
of the enterprise. 
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4.3 Dimension 3: Modelling Guide 
An enterprise is a complex system and therefore creating models that reflect it is also a complex task. 
With the aim of making the modelling task easier, the MDKe-IRIS Framework includes a guide on how 
to carry it out, taking into account the professional profiles of the personnel who play a part in its 
development. In general, there will be two kinds of profiles: modellers and users. Modellers are the 
specialists in enterprise modelling who are familiar with the metamodels that are going to be used, the 
semantics of each element and the general functioning of the enterprise. Users are the members of staff at 
the enterprise who will use the models to make decisions in their areas of work. Users do not need to have 
any knowledge at all of the modelling language or of the concept of modelling itself.  
The modelling guide proposed here consists in a series of steps to be followed. The result of the 
application of the guide is the CIM1 model. Thus, the process of modelling will run from aspects that are 
better known by the users, such as the organisational chart of the enterprise, to more abstract elements for 
the users, such as the modelling of the different DomainBlocks that exist within the enterprise. This 
facilitates participation by the users and allows the modellers to gradually get to know the enterprise they 
are working on as they construct the model. We propose that the steps should be applied sequentially but 
this is not mandatory. Moreover, it could be possible to change and to improve the models that have 
already been done if necessary. However, following the guide ensures that modellers make all the 
necessary models and include all the necessary information to make the resulting models suitable for 
transformation. The steps of the modelling guide are listed and described in the following. 
Step 1: Develop the Organisation Model. It is a representation of the organisational structure. Starting 
with the creation of the organisational chart of the enterprise to be modelled enables the modellers to gain 
a fairly clear idea of the departments that make up the enterprise and the job roles and profiles that exist, 
while also providing them with a complete list of the tasks carried out by each department. This allows 
users to begin within an environment that they feel comfortable in and which they have a command over 
so that they can start the modelling task from something that they feel is solid ground. 
Step 2: Break down the tasks detected in Step 1 into their constituent procedures. Work begins on 
creating the Domain Model from the point of view of the transactional functioning of the enterprise, 
which is the most tangible for users. At the same time, the Business Rules Model is also created 
according to the constraints that the procedures must fulfil (relation mustValidate) and the valid sequence 
of execution of those procedures is established, if necessary (relation mustOccur). 
Step 3: Incorporate the elements of the domain over which the procedures defined in Step 2 are executed 
and complete the Business Rules Model with the characteristics that participate in the validation of the 
business rules (relation isNeededFor). 
Step 4: Implement the procedures defined in Step 2 using the Behaviour Model by representing the 
processes and instantiate (relation instantiatedBy) the process flows and roles with the domain elements 
and properties that participate; establish the relations implementedBy between procedures and processes 
and the relation triggers if necessary. 
Step 5: Create the part of the Structure model related to the Products and/or Services. Complete the 
Domain Model if new elements appear that have not been taken into account in the previous steps. 
Step 6: Complete, if necessary, the Domain Model with the relations instantiatedBy and representedBy 
between domain elements and process, product and service roles in the models created in steps 4 and 5. 
Step 7: Group the domain elements in categories and create the DomainBlocks. 
Step 8: Create the strategic plan of the enterprise with the goals of the enterprise and the centres of 
analysis of the Organisation Model. This task has been left until last so that it can be performed once a 
holistic view of the enterprise has been obtained, since it will allow the plan to be created with full 
knowledge of all the details of the organisation. 
4.4 Dimension 4: Extraction algorithm 
The CIM model can represent a whole enterprise whereas the PIM model is a computer-based conceptual 
model which does not necessarily have the same scope. For this reason it is necessary to have a 
mechanism that allows us to distinguish and to extract the elements on the CIM level that are also part of 
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the PIM level. This problem is solved by using the inter-metamodel relations. First, the different models 
that make up the CIM1 model and which are related to one another by means of the inter-metamodel 
relations are represented as a graph comprising a series of levels, each level being a model. On each level 
there are nodes and edges. The nodes represent the elements of the model. The edges represent relations 
between the nodes and can be of two types: those that relate nodes belonging to the same level (intra-
metamodel) and those that relate nodes that are on different levels (inter-metamodel). Thus, the 
transformation from the model to the graph is very simple: each element in the model corresponds to a 
node that represents it on the graph and each of the relations between the elements of the model is an 
edge. 
After the graph has been obtained, it is necessary to distinguish between the CIM-level elements that are 
going to make up the PIM level and those that are not. It must be borne in mind that the elements that 
comprise the CIM model represent the conceptual model of a computer system that must fulfil the 
requirements imposed by users and are therefore subjective. The users must select, considering the goal of 
the software to be generated, the domain elements, tasks and procedures that they want to be included in 
the computer system.  
The selection of the elements that comprise the CIM1 level is carried out by a tagging mechanism 
represented by a check. That is, each element of the CIM1 model has a check that, if it is marked, means 
that this element must be part of the CIM2 level. Once chosen, the selections are automatically 
propagated across the graph with the elements that are needed to create a conceptual model which will 
satisfy the user’s functional and informational needs. The propagation is performed as follows: 
For each DomainElement selected by the user: 
Select the defining properties. 
Select the inputVariables that are equivalent to the defining 
properties (isEquivalentTo). 
Select the extraction and calculation procedures and the sources. 
For each defining property of the ’DomainElement Population’ type: 
check that the corresponding DomainElement is selected. 
For each task: 
 Select all the associated procedures. 
For each procedure: 
Select the task it belongs to. 
Select each process that implements it. 
Select the properties which appear as an input flow or with the 
stereotype other that are not defined and which belong to a 
selected DomainElement. 
 Select the profile or role responsible for carrying out that task. 
Hence, all we have to do is to select the domain elements that we want to be represented in the PIM-level 
conceptual model and the tasks that it must include if all the procedures associated to those tasks or the 
individual procedures are included. The rest of the elements are selected automatically. 
To perform the discrimination task it is necessary to include a new Boolean-type attribute for each 
element of each metamodel so that if the attribute is true in one instance of the element, then this indicates 
that it must become part of the conceptual model. 
Once the final user has decided what requirements the computer system must fulfil and has selected the 
elements of the CIM1 model that represent it at this level, the selected elements can be extracted using an 
extraction algorithm. This extraction algorithm is based on model slicing. Model slicing is a method that 
allows fragments of a model to be obtained by means of a fragmentation criterion (Hatcliff et al, 2000), 
(Kagdi et al, 2005). Model slicing was chosen because, in addition to fit perfectly to the goal of obtaining 
a subset of the CIM1 level to create the CIM2 level, it was successfully applied in several studies, such as 
(Bae and Chae, 2008). Following the guidelines of this method, an algorithm must be implemented to 
traverse the graph and if an element has been selected, it is added to an intermediate graph. The relations 
between other elements are transferred to this intermediate graph if these elements have also been 
selected (which corresponds to the fragmentation criterion). The intermediate graph is the one that 
contains the elements that must be transformed and the one taken as the basis on which to generate the 
PIM-level conceptual model. More specifically, an algorithm like the one below can be followed: 
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Let G be the graph of the CIM1 model 
Let Nc be the set of nodes of G 
Let Ac be the set of edges of G, where each element a Є Ac = (n1, n2, r), where n1 and n2 Є Nc and r 
represents the relation that connects them 
Let Gp be an initially empty intermediate graph 
Let Np be the set of nodes of Gp 
Let Ap be the set of edges of Gp, where each element a Є Ap = (np1, np2, r), where np1 and np2 Є Np and r 
represent the relation that connects them 
For every ni Є Nc: 
If ni is selected: 
 Add ni to Np 
For every a Є Ac and (a.n1 = ni or a.n2= ni): 
 If a.n1 = ni and a.n2 is selected: 
  Add a to Ap 
 If a.n2 =ni and a.n1 is selected: 
  Add a to Ap 
End for 
End for 
By following this algorithm, the nodes (elements of the model) and the edges (relations) to be 
transformed in order to generate the computer-based conceptual model are left in Np and Ap. The next 
step is to convert the graph into the CIM2 model that only represents the user’s requirements regarding 
the computer system to be constructed, and the transformation rules outlined in section 0 are executed on 
this CIM2 model. This is achieved by performing the inverse operation to the one carried out when 
creating the graph. Each node is an element of the CIM2 model and each edge represents a relation 
between the elements. 
4.5 Dimension 5: CIM2 to PIM transformation rules 
In this section we describe the transformation rules that make it possible to generate the different models 
that comprise a computer-based conceptual model according to the OO-Method approach. First, we 
explain the relations established between the metamodels in the MDKe-IRIS Framework and the Object 
Model, and then the generation of the Dynamic Model is described. To be able to establish the rules for 
transforming metamodels at a CIM level to a PIM level, a well-structured CIM level language is needed, 
because otherwise it would be almost impossible to perform the transformation (Zhang et al., 2005). In 
this regard, the modelling language used in the MDKe-IRIS Framework simplifies the transformation 
process at the PIM level because the elements that denote both behaviour (‘Behaviour Diagram’ and the 
Procedure type elements from the ‘Domain Diagram’) and structure (the rest) are well defined. This is 
because the role of each element depends on whether the type of UML element from which it inherits its 
attributes is structural or behavioural. Furthermore, the inter-metamodel relations facilitate the extraction 
of the types of relations among the different elements because they establish explicit relations between the 
elements that denote structure and the associated behaviour. 
4.5.1 Generation of the Object Model 
In this section we describe the rules established for transformation between the components of the 
metamodels in the MDKe-IRIS Framework and the elements that make up the Object Model of the 
OO-Method. First, details are given of the generation of the structure of the classes, attributes and 
relations, then the generation of services and, finally, the generation of the system of agents are both 
outlined. 
Structure of classes and relations 
Rule 1: DomainElement  Class: Every DomainElement is transformed to a Class. This rule allows the 
creation of the set of classes for the future computer application. The name of the DomainElement 
becomes the name of the new class. 
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Rule 2: Property  Attribute: Each Property is transformed into a class attribute. This rule allows the 
creation of the set of attributes of a class for characterising the real-world object that it represents. The 
name of the property now becomes the name of the new attribute. Moreover, the characteristics of the 
property are transformed into characteristics of the attributes. Table 1 provides details of the values that 
each characteristic has, depending on the values defined at the CIM level in the properties. The first 
column shows the rule number that has been assigned. Two characteristics of the properties, Multiplicity 
and the Element Population type, have been omitted in this table because their transformation follows an 
algorithm and is not a one-to-one transformation as in the other cases. The way the values of each of these 
characteristics are treated is explained in the following. 
Table 1. Transformation rules for characterising an OO-Method attribute from the properties of the domain 
elements 
 MDK Proposal OO-Method 
R Property Value Attribute Value 
2.1 isEquivalentTo relation True Request upon creation True 
 Not isEquivalentTo relation False Request upon creation False 
2.2 Constant True Type Constant 
 Constant False Type Variable 
Add to edit event 
2.3 Defining True Nulls allowed False 
 Defining False Nulls allowed True 
2.4 Type Numeric Data Type Integer 
 Type Text Data Type String 
 Type Money Data Type Real 
 Type Irrational Data Type Real 
 Type Date Data Type Date 
  Defined 
Domain 
Not supported  
Rule 3: Treatment of Multiplicity: The following algorithm describes how to treat the multiplicity of a 
property in the transformation process. However, in an informal way it could be summarised as follows: 
if a DomainElement can have more than one value for a property, then a new class is added to the 
Conceptual Model at the PIM level that respects the cardinality established at the CIM level. 
procedure treatMultiplicity (Property p) 
if p.Multiplicity = 1 then: do nothing 
else  
create new Class c 
c.name = p.name 
// p.parent is the DomainElement that the attribute belongs to 
createRelation(relationName, c, p.parent)  
if p.Defining then: relationName.cardMin = 1 
else: relationName.cardMin = 0 
fi 
relationName.cardMax = p.Multiplicity 
fi 
end treatMultiplicity 
Rule 4: Treatment of Element Population: If a DomainElement has a property whose values belong to 
a DomainElement, it is transformed into a relation between the two classes that represent the 
DomainElements involved. Moreover, if the property which is being treated is defined, then the minimal 
cardinality of the resulting relation must be one. Next, a pseudo-algorithm that implements this rule is 
shown. 
procedure treatElementPopulation(Property p) 
if p.type.name = "elementPopulation" then 
if (createRelation(relationName, p.type.DomainElement, p.parent)) then 
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if p.defining then: p.parent.relationName.cardMin = 1 
else: p.parent.relationName.cardMin = 0 
fi 
p.parent.relationName.cardMax = p.Multiplicity 
// Cardinality restrictions are defined in both directions 
p.type.DomainElement.relationName.cardMin = 0 
// N cardinality means that there is not a specific limit 
p.type.DomainElement.relationName.cardMax = N 
if not p.Constant then: relationName.dynamic = True 
fi 
fi 
fi 
end treatElementPopulation 
Rule 5: relation isBasedOn. The aggregation and composition of objects is calculated from the instances 
of the relation isBasedOn between two DomainElement type elements (see ‘Domain Metamodel’). 
Depending on whether participation is mandatory or not in the relation that is instantiated in the model, it 
will be an aggregation or a composition, respectively. 
Services 
Rule 6: Add a creation service to all the object model classes. Since all the classes of the Conceptual 
Model have a creation service, for each class a creation service is added automatically. The creation 
service is completed with the information in the CIM model as follows: the input parameters of the 
creation service coincide with the input variables that were defined as equivalents of the properties 
(isEquivalentTo) and were defined in the conceptual model by ‘request Upon Creation’=True. 
Rule 7: Add an edit service to all the object model classes if the domain element has properties that 
are not constant. That is, if there are properties that could be modified during the life cycle of the object, 
then it is necessary to add an edit service to change these values. In this case the input parameters of the 
edit service coincide with the properties that are not constant at the CIM level. 
Rule 8: Add a delete service to all the object model classes if the persistence of the domain element 
from those which have been created is established as being false. Keep in mind that if the persistence 
is false, then it is possible that the DomainElement may be discarded in the enterprise in the future, so the 
class that represents it at the PIM level must have a delete service. From the authors’ experience, even if 
the information of a DomainElement could be discarded in the future, it is never physically deleted from 
an information system; it is usually marked as not active. However, from our point of view, to specify this 
information at the CIM level implies breaking the abstraction level, since it is a detail of the 
implementation of the software and not a detail of the functioning of the enterprise. 
Rule 9: Process  Service. A new service is created in the conceptual model for each procedure selected 
at the CIM level. The name of the CIM level procedure becomes the name of the service created at the 
PIM level. The class to which this service is associated will be the one generated from the domain 
element that the procedure belongs to. It must be noted that different types of services are defined in the 
OO-Method: own and shared. Own services affect the state of a single object, whereas the shared ones 
affect the state of several objects. The reason for making such a differentiation is based on the types of 
flows related to the procedure that is being dealt with, and is as follows: 
9.1: If all the flows stereotyped as other have as their target properties that belong to the domain element 
that owns the procedure, then it is an own-type service. That is, if all the flows point to the same object, 
then the procedure only modifies the state of a single object, so its type must be own. 
9.2: If there is any flow stereotyped as other that has as its destination properties of other domain 
elements, a shared service is added between the classes that correspond with the target domain elements 
of this type of flow. So, if a procedure modifies different objects, its type must be shared. 
9.3: If the process includes a stereotyped flow such as other whose target is a domain element (and not 
one of its properties), a transaction is created. The transaction includes an own service that carries out the 
changes of state on the corresponding properties of the domain elements that the procedure belongs to. 
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Additionally, it also invokes the service creating the domain element that is the destination of the flow 
other. If several domain elements are registered, this is not a problem because each of the corresponding 
creation services is invoked. The order in which these services are invoked will be the same as the one 
established by the activities that set up the processes at the CIM level. 
9.4: If the process gives rise to a relation triggers, create a new transaction that includes all the processes 
linked together by means of the relation triggers. Note that the input arguments of the transaction 
coincide with the set of input arguments of all the services involved and that they are not the destination 
of an other type flow from a previously involved process (they change their state) in the chain of triggers. 
The name of the transaction is that of the service that originates the relation triggers and the services that 
include the transaction are flagged as internal so that they are not visible to the user. 
Rule 10: Flow that is stereotyped as input  input parameter of the service created from the 
process it belongs to. That is, the input flows are transformed into input parameters. 
Rule 11: Flow that is stereotyped as other  changes of state carried out by the service created 
from the process it belongs to. If the destination of the flow is a property of a domain element, then it is 
an evaluation of that property. If the destination is a domain element itself, then the creation process of 
that element is invoked. 
Rule 12: Preconditions. A precondition is added to a service if there is an obeysTo relation between the 
procedure which that service was created from and a business rule. The added precondition is then used to 
create the signature and the input parameters are indicated from the relation isNeededFor and 
mustValidate of the properties and input variables respectively. 
Agents 
Rule 13: From the isResponsibleFor relation between a JobProfile/Role/Employee and a tacit 
source: an agent is created with visibility over the creation, edit and delete services of the domain 
element related with this tacit source. The agent thus created has visibility over the class attributes and 
the relations obtained from rules 3 and 4 (treatment of multiplicity and of the population element type). 
That is, for each relation isResponsibleFor an agent is created with permissions to execute the creation, 
edit and delete services. 
Rule 14: From the ownedBy relation between a procedure and a task, an agent is created to 
represent the job profile responsible for carrying out this task. The agent thus created has permission 
to carry out procedures associated with the task and visibility over its input and output parameters. That 
is, even if an agent is not responsible for a domain element, like in the previous case, it is possible that it 
is responsible for performing other tasks. This rule covers this case. 
Rule 15: Incorporate a global system agent. Generally, all information systems have an administrator 
with permissions over all the classes and services. This rule does not transform anything. However, it 
covers this case. 
4.5.2 Generation of the Dynamic Model 
The Dynamic Model of the OO-Method consists of a set of states and transitions that determine the 
sequences of actions that are valid for an object. The OO-Method proposes a default status diagram for 
each class in which there are no constraints on the sequence in which the services are executed. The 
default status diagram is valid provided that there are no mustOccur-type relations between the 
procedures from which the services have been created. Otherwise, the order in which the services are 
executed must respect the order imposed at the CIM level. Furthermore, it must be remembered that it is 
possible that not all the procedures are flagged to become part of the PIM level and will therefore not be 
shown on the status diagram. However, this is not a problem because the mustOccur relation is an order 
relation and is thus transitive. Hence, if the procedure is not represented at the PIM level and is located 
between two mustOccur-type relations (one input and the other output), the input relation goes to the 
procedure targeted by the mustOccur output relationship and the intermediate procedure, and its output 
relationships are not represented. The algorithm that allows the Dynamic Model to be generated is given 
in the following. 
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Rule 16: For each class of the Object Model whose CIM-level procedures do not have mustOccur 
interrelations, create a default Dynamic Model. Otherwise, create the Dynamic Model using the 
following algorithm: 
STEP 1: Eliminate procedures not selected to be part of the PIM level. 
STEP 2: Group procedures that are part of the same transaction in a single node. 
STEP 3: Create an initial and an intermediate state and join them by means of an edge that indicates the 
transition of the creation of the object. 
STEP 4: Create the final state. 
// Procedures are scanned following the order established by MustOccur relation 
STEP 5: For each procedure: 
STEP 5.1: Create a new node in the Dynamic Model 
STEP 5.2: For each node that is created: 
STEP 5.2.1: Add an edge connected with the previous node. The transition tag matches 
the name of the service or transaction. 
STEP 6: If there is a delete service: 
STEP 6.1: Add a transition between the final node of the sequence of procedures and the final 
node. 
STEP 7: If the edit service exists: 
STEP 7.1: Create a cyclical transition at each node for the edit service, except for the initial and 
final node. 
5 Case Study 
In this section an example application of the MDKe-IRIS Framework is explained. In keeping with the 
MDKe-IRIS methodology, the CIM1-level model was carried out following the modelling guide. Then 
the part of the CIM model on which the computer system is to be created (CIM2 model) was extracted 
and finally the transformation rules were executed to create the corresponding PIM model. It must be 
noted that the practical example outlined here focuses on only one business process of the enterprise, and 
more specifically on the management of exclusive reports carried out in a photographic agency. 
The case study has been developed following the guidelines defined in (Runeson & Höst, 2009). In this 
work, the authors establish that a case study must be developed following these four phases: 
 Case study design: In this phase, the objectives of performing a case study are defined.  
 Preparation for data collection: In this phase, procedures and protocols for data collection are 
defined.  
 Collecting evidence: This is the application of the proposal, the MDKe-IRIS Framework in this case. 
 Analysis of collected data: This is the validation of the research hypothesis. 
Next, the application of these guidelines to a case study to validate the MDKe-IRIS Framework is 
explained. 
5.1 Case Study Design and Planning  
During this phase, the objective of the case study, its context, research questions, methods and selection 
strategies were defined. In our case, the objective of the development of this case study is to demonstrate 
that it is possible to reuse the knowledge depicted in enterprise models for code generation following the 
MDKe-IRIS Framework. To validate this hypothesis we establish three research questions to be analysed 
after the application of the MDKe-IRIS Framework to the case study:  
Q1. – Does the modelling guide help? The objective of this question is to consider whether the 
application of the modelling guide was useful or not. 
Q2. – Is the modelling language selected (extension of the MDK Proposal) expressive enough to allow 
practitioners to build software starting from enterprise models? This question was established to study 
the scope of the modelling language designed regarding the enterprise. 
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Q3. – Do the transformation rules and the extraction algorithm make the most of enterprise models? The 
aim of this question is to establish which elements of the PIM level were not obtained from the CIM level 
and to study whether it is possible to obtain them by changing the transformation rules. 
The case study selected is a holistic case study that embraces all the processes carried out in a 
photographic agency (small-sized enterprise). Nevertheless, in this paper we only show a unit of analysis 
from it. Specifically, the process of managing exclusive reports (hereinafter: exclusives) in the 
photographic agency. The process is as follows: 
The clients, in this case publishing houses or publishers, ask for exclusives about topics that are not 
covered by the agency in the general reports it has available. The publishers state the price they are 
willing to pay for the exclusive. Each request is dealt with by the technical department, where a paper 
index card is filled in with details of the exclusive and a code that is assigned to each one. A copy of this 
‘Exclusive index card’ is posted on a notice board in the agency. 
The photographers are in permanent contact with the agency to see which exclusives have been requested 
by the publishers. If a photographer is interested in a particular exclusive, he/she takes the index card 
from the notice board and goes to the technical department to have it assigned. Each exclusive is assigned 
to a single photographer, the only condition being that they do not have any previously assigned exclusive 
still pending submission. When the exclusive is assigned, the photographer is given a copy of the 
Exclusive index card so that he/she has all the details of the request. 
When a photographer finishes the exclusive, it is delivered to the agency’s Production Department 
together with a copy of the Exclusive index card. There, the date of delivery is recorded and a cheque is 
made out in the payee’s name for 40% of the price of the exclusive (which is the photographer’s part). 
The exclusive is then sent with a delivery note to the publisher by courier. Once the exclusive has been 
delivered, the courier returns the signed delivery note to the Commercial Department at the agency. The 
process of expedition of the bill for the total amount of the price of the exclusive is not covered in this 
case study. 
The case study design and planning as well as a summary of the MDKe-IRIS Framework were embodied 
in the Case Study Protocol Document that is the result of the first phase. Once the protocol had been 
accepted by the agency, procedures for collecting data were carried out.  
5.2 Preparation for data collection 
The MDKe-IRIS Framework does not define the techniques for data collection from the users. In this 
case, study data were collected by open-ended interviews (Goguen & Linde, 1993) and a review of the 
paper documentation that the enterprise uses in its daily work. The following strategy was used to select 
the people to be interviewed. First, interview the CEO of the company to obtain data with which to 
represent the organisational structure of the enterprise. Then, the rest of the data were obtained from the 
person responsible for each department of the enterprise and one employee that performs operational 
tasks per department. That was possible because it was a small enterprise and so the total number of 
people was six and by interviewing only six people we had a representation of each role in the enterprise. 
5.3 Collecting evidence 
In this case study, collecting evidence is the application and evaluation of the MDKe-IRIS framework. 
Following the MDKe-IRIS methodology, the application is organised in three phases.  
5.3.1 Phase I: Applying the modelling guide 
The first phase is the application of the modelling guide. The result is the CIM1 model of the case study. 
Next, each of the eight steps of the modelling guide are explained. 
STEP 1: Organisational Structure Diagram. The first step is to create the Organisational Structure 
Diagram (in other words, the organisational chart) for the Photographic Agency, including the tasks 
carried out in each department. This diagram is created by using the metamodels of the MDK modelling 
language. In this case, there are three departments: Technical, Commercial and Production, which are 
responsible for the different business processes carried out by the Agency. Moreover, the Management 
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Department is made up of the managers from the other three departments. It should be noted that the tasks 
related with the management of exclusives are performed in the Technical and Production departments. 
Fig. 5 shows the result of this step for the case study. 
 
Fig. 5 Organisational Structure Diagram for the Photographic Agency 
STEP 2: Breakdown of tasks into procedures. Interviews were conducted to establish the procedures 
that the enterprise carries out in each department. Moreover, paper documentation was reviewed for each 
procedure and the interviewer had a copy of them to allow him to check them if necessary. Subsequently, 
the tasks and procedures carried out for each department (relation OwnedBy) are explained: 
For the Technical Department: 
• Photographer applications: If a photographer wants to work in the Agency, they should fill in an 
application form that the manager will evaluate. This is composed of only one procedure: ‘Manage 
photographer application’. 
• Inform photographer of the result of the evaluation: The photographers’ applications are 
evaluated in the managers’ weekly meeting. It is composed of the procedure ‘Inform photographer’. 
• Task 1: Management of exclusives (Technical Department): This task is composed of the 
procedures: ‘Record the details of the exclusive’ procedure, ‘Post the notice on the board’ procedure, and 
‘Assign a photographer’ procedure. 
For the Production Department: 
• Task 2: Pick up and Send the exclusive (Production Department): This task is composed of the 
procedures: ‘Record delivery of the exclusive’ and ‘Send the exclusive’ procedures. 
• Send reports: This refers to sending a report to a publisher. It is composed of the procedure 
‘Send report to publisher’. 
For the Managers: 
• Weekly meeting to review photographers’ applications: On Monday mornings, the managers 
hold a meeting to talk about the applications of the photographers, among other questions. This task is 
composed of one procedure ‘Weekly meeting’. 
For the Sales Department: 
• Billing: This task is composed of the procedures: ‘Send Quotation of reports to publishers’, 
‘Manage delivery notes’ and ‘Billing’. 
• Publisher Gaining: This task is composed of ‘Design of advertising campaign’ and ‘Mailing’. 
• Price list management: This task is composed of ‘Price list review’, ‘Offers review’ and ‘Special 
Customer’s price list’. 
In this step, it is also necessary to establish the order in which the procedures are to be executed by means 
of the mustOccur relationship, if it is important. For the practical case, the order of execution is as 
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follows: ‘Post the notice on the board’, ‘Assign a photographer’, ‘Record delivery of the exclusive’ and 
‘Send the exclusive’. 
Finally, the business rules associated to the procedures (relation obeysTo) are represented. In this case the 
rule to be fulfilled by the procedure ‘Assign a photographer’ is the fact that photographers cannot ask for 
a new exclusive if they still have one outstanding. 
All this data is archived in two ways: MDKe models and cards. Models were defined following the 
remaining steps of the modelling guide. Next, these steps are explained. 
STEP 3: Domain Elements 
The elements involved are: the actual exclusive itself, the publisher that requests the exclusive, the 
photographer that does it and the courier firm that delivers it to the publisher, which are the domain 
elements represented in Fig. 7. In section 5.3.2. Since the graphic model does not allow the properties of 
the domain elements to be viewed, some of these characteristics are detailed in Table 2 for the 
DomainElement Photographer. The processes of extraction and calculation of the domain elements, as 
well as the input variables, are also incorporated in this step. 
Table 2. Examples of the characterisation of the properties of the DomainElements 
Exclusive DomainElement   
Property Defining Const. Multi. Type  
Photographer NO YES 1 Population element Photographer 
Title YES YES 1 Text 
Price of the 
exclusive 
YES NO 1 Currency 
Publisher YES YES 1 Population element Publisher 
Request Date YES YES 1 Date 
Assignment 
Date 
NO YES 1 Date 
Photo number YES YES 1 Number 
 
The case of the input variables is managed as follows: there is an input variable for each defining property 
(relation isEquivalentTo). Furthermore, other input variables can also be defined, although no defining 
variables can be part of the record of an object in the enterprise system. Finally, details must be given 
about the sources of information that provide the values of variables and associate them to elements of the 
Organisational Structure Diagram, if necessary (relation isResponsibleFor). 
STEP 4: Process Diagrams 
The next step is to represent the business procedures by means of process and service diagrams, and to 
establish the implementedBy relations. In the following, the functioning of the processes related with the 
exclusives is explained. 
Post notice on the board. This process consists of two activities: making a copy of the exclusive and 
posting it on the board. Posting the exclusive on the board has a flow from type element population of 
Exclusive as an input, and the mechanism associated to it is a member of the technical department and an 
output flow (other type), which indicates the change of state on the notice board and instantiates an 
Exclusive-type element. 
Assign photographer. This process consists of only the activity of making a record of the photographer 
responsible for the exclusive and the date it was requested. The inputs of the process are a date-type data 
item and a Photographer element population-type data item. The changes of state, stereotyped with other, 
are instantiated with the properties Date of Assignation and Photographer from the element Exclusive.  
Record delivery of the exclusive. This process consists of two activities: filling in the Exclusive index 
card with the date on which it was delivered and issuing the cheque to pay the photographer his or her fee 
of 40% of the total cost of the exclusive.  
Send exclusive. The process of sending the exclusive to the publisher, which is made up of the following 
activities: generating the delivery note and contacting the courier service so that it can be sent. 
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implementedBy relation. Fig. 6 shows an example of the relationships between tasks, procedures and 
processes. In particular, it offers a graphical representation of the ownedBy relationships between the 
procedures and the tasks that they belong to, as well as the implementedBy relationship between 
procedures and processes. In addition, it indicates that the procedure ‘assign Photographer’ has a business 
rule associated to it, i.e. ‘ConstraintsPhotographer’. This business rule must validate the fact that the 
photographer, who is the input of the process, has no outstanding exclusives. Note that the procedure of 
recording the details of the exclusive are not reflected as such in Fig. 6. This is due to the fact that the 
incorporation of instances of domain elements is characterised by means of the extraction and calculation 
procedures, and the modellers must know that this process is not to be represented as a procedure. 
 
 
Fig. 6 ownedBy and implementedBy relationships 
STEP 5: Product Diagram 
In this case the product diagram only includes the exclusive together with the materials that it is made up 
of (i.e., the photographs taken by the photographer), who is the person responsible for that material, and 
the production processes (the taking of the photographs). Note that if the production processes were 
carried out by the enterprise, the procedure and the corresponding process that is implemented would be 
part of the domain and the process diagrams, respectively. 
STEP 6: Completing the domain diagram 
In this case, a new element appears in the process of recording the delivery of an exclusive, i.e. the 
cheque that is handed over to the photographer as payment for the exclusive. On the other hand, in the 
process of sending the exclusive two elements appear: the delivery note and the individual photos that 
make up the exclusive. Fig. 7 shows the Domain Diagram of the practical case. It must be noted that the 
extraction and calculation procedures have not been represented in order to make the model easier to read. 
In this case, and in the same way as in step 2, the properties of the domain elements incorporated into this 
step are also characterised. 
STEP 7: Abstraction in ontological categories and conceptual blocks 
The criterion used to group the domain elements in conceptual blocks was based on whether they 
belonged to the same view within the enterprise or not. In this case, there are four conceptual blocks: 
Product, Client, Resources and Administration, which encapsulate the DomainElements represented in 
Fig. 7. 
STEP 8: Creation of Analysis and Objectives diagrams 
This practical case does not include these diagrams because the original specification of requirements 
does not include information in this respect. 
5.3.2 Phase II: Applying the extraction algorithm 
Following the MDKe-IRIS methodology, the second phase is to represent the CIM 1 model obtained in 
the previous phase as a graph. After that, the domain elements, tasks and procedures that set up the CIM2 
level are identified and selected. Then the selection is propagated over the graph. Finally, the extraction 
algorithm is applied to obtain the CIM2 model, which reflects the characteristics of the computer system 
in terms of its information requirements and its functional requirements.  
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Fig. 7 Domain Diagram 
Fig. 8 shows the graph obtained from the CIM1 model of the practical case. With the aim of simplifying 
the representation and making it easier to read, the properties have been grouped as a single node and 
most of the elements of the organisational structure, as well as those of the product diagram, have been 
omitted. In the figure, the elements that are selected manually are highlighted in grey. The elements 
surrounded by a diamond shape and those filled in dark grey are those that have been selected 
automatically from the initial selection. Finally, the elements of the organisational structure diagram that 
will be associated with the agents of the system at a later stage are surrounded by a rectangle. These 
elements are selected automatically because they are responsible for the basic services of the domain 
elements that are selected manually. The elements that are selected both automatically and manually are 
the ones that will become part of the PIM model and are therefore the only ones the transformation rules 
will be applied to. The elements can be extracted by means of the Dimension 4: extraction algorithm. 
5.3.3 Phase III: Applying the transformation rules 
Following the MDKe-IRIS methodology, the third and last phase is to apply the transformation rules over 
the CIM2 model. Next, the results of applying each of the rules to the case study are indicated. 
Furthermore, screenshots of the resulting PIM model created with the computer application Olivanova 
(Care Technologies, 2010) are included. 
Rule 1: DomainElement  Class. Applying rule 1 to the domain elements of the CIM2 model to be 
transformed produces the following classes: Exclusive, Publisher, Photographer and Delivery Note. 
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Fig. 8 Representation of the CIM1 model as a graph 
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Rule 2: Property  Attribute, Rule 3 and Rule 4. Applying rule 2 to the properties of the domain 
elements produces a set of class attributes generated from them. The attributes are characterised by 
applying rules 2.1 to 2.4, rule 3 and rule 4. As an example, it is shown how the rules are applied for the 
property Photographer of the domain element Exclusive; the rest of the attributes are characterised in the 
same way.  
Property Photographer: 
Rule 2.1: Relationship of equivalence with an input variable: NO -->‘request Upon Creation’ = False. 
Rule 2.2: MDK::Constant = YES --> OOM::Type = Constant. 
Rule 2.3: MDK::Defining = False --> OOM::Nulls allowed = True. 
// The attribute OOM::type is modified. 
OOM:: ‘request Upon Creation’ = False --> OOM::Type = Variable. 
Rule 4: MDK::Type = Population Element Photographer --> OOM::Relationship between Photographer 
and Exclusive. 
Minimum cardinality = 0 (defining = no). 
Maximum cardinality = 1 (multiplicity = 1). 
Fig. 9 shows the Object Model resulting from the application of rule 1 and rule 2 to the properties of the 
Exclusive. 
Rule 5: Since the domain diagram does not include any examples of the relation isBasedOn, this rule was 
not applied. 
Rules 6, 7 and 8: These rules refer to the incorporation of creation, edit and delete services respectively. 
In the case study, no class has a delete service because the data concerning the domain elements are 
stored permanently. As regards the edit service, since the exclusive and the publisher are the only domain 
elements that have non-constant properties, the classes that are obtained from them will also include an 
edit service. 
Fig. 10 shows the creation and edit services incorporated into the class Exclusive. The creation and edit 
service arguments are added automatically from the characteristics of the attributes ‘Request Upon 
Creation’ and ‘add to Edit event’. 
 
Fig. 9 Rules 1, 2, 3, 4: Structure of classes and attributes 
Rule 9: Creation of services: In this case we have only a simple service, ‘Assign Photographer’, since 
the other services are part of a transaction. Thus, the following rules are applied: 
Rule 9.1: Process Assign Photographer  Own service assignPhotographer.  
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Rule 9.3: From the process ‘Send Exclusive’ a transaction is created to invoke the delivery note creation 
service (called ‘Trans1’). In this case, as there is no change of state for the exclusive, no change of state 
service is created. 
Rule 9.4: From the relationship triggers between Record Delivery of Exclusive and Send Exclusive: a 
transaction that includes the service created for ‘Record Delivery of Exclusive’ and ‘Trans1’. The name 
of the transaction is ‘recordDeliveryExclusive’. In addition, ‘Trans1’ and the ‘Record Delivery of 
Exclusive’ service are flagged as internal. 
Rules 10 and 11: Input and changes of state arguments 
The input arguments of the services and the changes of state they undergo are obtained from the process 
diagrams, input and other-type flows, and instantiatedBy relations. In the following, details are given of 
the input arguments and the changes of state that take place in the service assignPhotographer. 
AssignPhotographer service: 
Input Arguments: Elements from the Domain Photographer and a date 
Change of state: Exclusive.photographer and Exclusive.assignationDate 
Rule 12: Preconditions. The preconditions that the conceptual model must satisfy are obtained from the 
business rules diagrams and are associated to the services if the source procedure of the service and the 
business rule are related, at the CIM level, by means of ObeysTo. In this case there is a relationship 
between the procedure ‘Assign Photographer’ and the rule ‘Photographer Constraints’, and therefore a 
precondition is added to that service. 
 
 
Fig. 10 Rules 6 and 7: Creation and edit services 
Rule 13: Agents. The inter-metamodel relations allow agents to be associated to the procedures that they 
are responsible for. Fig. 8 shows, using rectangles, the elements that operate as system agents. From the 
tacit source (represented as actors) shown in Fig. 7, a system agent is created whose name is determined 
by the name of the job profile, role or employee with whom it is related by means of isResponsibleFor. 
Then, the Technical agent with visibility over the processes of creating and editing the exclusives and 
photos is created, as is the Commercial agent with visibility over the creation and editing processes of the 
publishers.  
Rule 14: Agents from the interrelationship ownedBy. The agents from the other services are deduced 
from the ownedBy relationship between the tasks and procedures that give rise to them. Thus, for the 
service assignPhotographer, which has its origin in the procedure ‘Assign Photographer’ that belongs to 
the task Management of Exclusives carried out by the Technical Department, it will be the Technical 
agent created earlier that will have visibility over this procedure. Furthermore, a new Production agent is 
created with visibility to perform the DeliverExclusive transaction, whose services derive from the task 
‘Send Exclusive’, which is the responsibility of the Production Department. 
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Rule 15: Global system agent. Once all the elements in the object model have been defined, a global 
agent is created that will have visibility and permission to execute over all of them. 
Rule 16: Dynamic Model. The Dynamic Model is created from the mustOccur relations between 
procedures following the algorithm explained previously.  
Fig. 11 shows the state diagram that is generated for the exclusive. The basic services, the service Assign 
photographer itself and the transaction DeliverExclusive all participate in the state diagram. 
 
Fig. 11 State Diagram 
5.4 Case study analysis and discussion 
Once the application of the MDKe-IRIS Framework was finished, we validated the research hypothesis 
and questions using the results obtained, as well as the case study. In this section, we discuss the research 
questions we set out at the beginning of this section. 
Q1. - Does the modelling guide help? 
After the experience of the case study, our opinion is that having a step-by-step guide to performing the 
modelling was useful both for researchers and employees. The fact that the application of the framework 
began with simple questions such as: “what departments does the enterprise have?” or “what tasks does 
department X carry out?” help the interviewee to explain to the researchers the knowledge about the 
enterprise they needed to be able to depict MDKe models. However, the modelling guide does not 
consider the problem of requirement elicitation to obtain the knowledge needed to depict the models. 
Then, there are other situations in which more complex questions and analyses are needed before the 
elicitation. The modelling guide establishes the models and relations that must be depicted and suggests a 
sequence of steps to obtain them based on the authors’ experience. Hence, the modelling guide establishes 
the inputs and outputs of each step so that it also serves as a checklist to be taken into account while the 
modelling guide is being executed. 
Q2. - Is the modelling language selected (extension of the MDK Proposal) expressive enough to allow 
practitioners to build software starting from enterprise models? 
The MDK language with the adjustments performed by the authors is very complete to capture the 
knowledge of the enterprise, as it allows all the enterprise views to be modelled. Nevertheless, there are 
some issues of the code generation that are outside the scope of the enterprise models, such as the 
interfaces and the algorithmic specification of procedures and processes. Thus, they cannot be considered. 
This point is extended in the Discussion section. 
Q3. - Do the transformation rules and the extraction algorithm make the most of enterprise models in 
order to build Platform Independent Models? 
To validate this question we automatically generate code using the tool OLIVANOVA (Care 
Technologies, 2010) and the models obtained from the application of the transformation rules over the 
partial CIM model. We thereby obtain a prototype without an implemented functionality. But both the 
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persistence structure and the menu entries with which to perform the procedures and the users’ 
permissions structure were obtained. So, we consider that the transformations rules do indeed make the 
most of the business models. 
6 Discussion 
The MDKe-IRIS Framework presented in this paper has two main parts: the enterprise modelling and the 
definition of the set of transformation rules that allow the information contained in the enterprise models 
to be reused to generate a preliminary software application representing the conceptual model. 
Nevertheless, there are some aspects of the code generation that have not been taken into account, such as 
the human interfaces and the algorithmic specification of procedures and processes. 
Specification of the interaction between the user and a computer application depends on the 
characteristics that the user wishes to introduce into the computer and must take into account aspects such 
as usability or accessibility. In consequence, it was thought that specifying them at the CIM level would 
make the resulting model lose part of the abstraction with respect to the computation that characterises 
this level. Therefore, this part of the modelling must be performed at the PIM level. 
As regards the algorithmic specification of the procedures and processes, the ‘Behaviour model’ makes it 
possible to represent the inputs, outputs and mechanisms used by the enterprise services and processes, 
but it does not give any specific indication of how the data is processed. Because specifying the particular 
processing of each data item in each enterprise process is a tedious, time-consuming task with respect to 
the richness offered by the CIM model (interpreted as an enterprise model), the idea of specifying the 
processing of each item of data was ruled out. Another point that was taken into account was the fact that 
the enterprise models are used by members of staff in the firm who are not specialists in information 
technology, and the algorithmic specification of a process can be confusing if the user is not familiar with 
these kinds of representations. 
On the other hand, in order to carry out the specification, it would be necessary to create an algebra whose 
types should be capable of representing the elements handled by the enterprise and whose operations are 
expressive enough to create algorithms that indicate how to process those elements in a way that is 
computation-independent and makes it possible to represent what each process must do. This would entail 
creating an algebra that can be adapted to each enterprise depending on the elements they use and the 
processes they perform, which would greatly increase the cost in terms of time and the complexity 
involved in creating a model. Another important factor is the complexity involved in creating the rules for 
transforming from the algebra created for the CIM level towards the algebra of the PIM metamodel to 
which the user wants to transform from the enterprise model, and not from the metamodel, because if the 
algebra is adapted to each CIM model, these adaptations to the algebra must also be transformed. All 
these reasons explain why the decision was made to leave the modelling of the process logic at the PIM 
level, since compilers and models at this level have already defined algebras that are computable and can 
be transformed into code. Thus, the complete Object Model is obtained from the CIM-level model. This 
includes its classes, attributes and relations; the signature of the services including the input parameters 
and the changes of state that must be carried out; the signature of the preconditions to be fulfilled by each 
service (relation ObeysTo); and the Dynamic Model that establishes the order in which the services must 
be executed, if relevant (relation mustOccur). Hence, all that is needed to finish the PIM model is the 
definition of the Functional Model, indicating the changes of state carried out by the services, the 
integrity constraints, preconditions and the Presentation Model. 
Finally, in this paper a solution to the CIM to PIM transformation problem is provided. However, its 
application is limited by the fact that it is necessary to develop enterprise models from scratch using the 
modelling language provided in the paper. 
The reason for using a specific modelling language is because a high level of detail and a high level of 
formalism are needed, for example, to establish the relations between the different elements of the models 
in order to make information depicted in the CIM models useful to build a software prototype. If it is not 
provided in the CIM model, it should be provided at a lower level like PIM or PSM. 
Moreover, as future work, we are considering the possibility of defining model-to-model transformation 
rules in order to provide a solution to the challenge of reusing existing enterprise models made with other 
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modelling languages. The metamodels in the MDK proposal for modelling the process, decision and 
product views are based on IDEF0, GRAI and EXPRESS, which means that in these cases defining the 
transformation rules that map the elements modelled with those languages onto the MDK elements can be 
expected to be an easy task. 
7 Conclusion 
This paper explains the MDKe-IRIS Framework, which was designed to: (1) guide the process of 
enterprise modelling, using the models proposed in the MDK Proposal, and (2) reuse the information 
contained in the models to obtain most of the Platform Independent Models used in the OO-Method 
approach. Furthermore, a description of a practical case has been included to illustrates how the 
framework is applied. More specifically, the knowledge that is reused from the CIM level is useful for 
generating the structures of a computer-based conceptual model (classes, attributes and relations), the 
services to be executed over these structures and the constraints that must be fulfilled. Thus, we have 
created a guide for enterprise modelling that completes the process of three-level modelling defined in the 
MDA standard in the area where the greatest research efforts are most needed; i.e., CIM-level modelling 
and its transformation into PIM. 
The idea underlying the development of the MDKe-IRIS Framework is the fact that enterprise models 
must drive the requirements elicitation phase of a software development process. From our experience, 
the result of the requirement elicitation is a more or less structured “Functional Document” which records 
the functional and information requirements that a software solution must satisfy to be suitable for the 
needs of an enterprise. However, the use of enterprise models makes it possible to: 
1. Extract functional and information requirements automatically by selecting from the CIM level the 
elements that made up the PIM level, taking into account the context of the software application to be 
generated from the PIM level. 
2. Speed up the creation of software prototypes that allow enterprises to validate the software 
application in the first phase of the software development process. 
3. If there are strategic changes in the enterprise, and the CIM model is changed to represent them, it is 
possible to find out which DomainElements and tasks are affected through the use inter-metamodel 
relation. Moreover, it is possible to regenerate the prototype of the software application with the 
changes made to the model. 
The MDKe-IRIS Framework is useful for both practitioners and researchers. Practitioners may be either 
members of staff that are empowered to make decisions in different areas of the firm, who use the models 
to understand the current and future situation of their area of work and thus put themselves in a position to 
make better decisions, or they could be software developers, who take these models as the starting point 
to implement an information system. The advantage for the decision-making staff members is that they 
will continue to work with models as they have been done until now, but those models will be more than 
just a graphical representation of the enterprise. They will be models that are interoperable with the 
models of other departments and enterprises, because they use a set of metamodels that are related to one 
another, and an asset to be reused in the process of computerising the enterprise. The advantage for 
software developers is that these models are based on UML metamodels, which will favour their 
implementation in computer systems. Yet, as has been mentioned earlier in the discussion section, the 
PIM model thus generated does not contain the functional implementation of services and transactions. 
But it does contain all the information needed to generate a first non-functional prototype that can be 
shown to future users. If the need for more capabilities is detected, they are selected in the CIM model 
and the prototype is created again automatically. Once the prototype is considered complete, the 
capability is incorporated into each service and the software development process would be finished. This 
would increase feedback between users and developers, while also speeding up the process of developing 
computer applications.  
Moreover, for researchers, this is an area where there is still a lot of work to be done. Hence, some 
possible future lines of work that could be followed may include: improving the organisational 
metamodel in order to enrich the representation of business rules and the reuse at the CIM level of the 
additional information that is added at the PIM level, so that if the model is generated again at the CIM 
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level, this information is automatically reused. On the other hand, we could consider the possibility of 
including elements from outside the enterprise (such as collaborators, thus modelling CIM-level 
interoperability) and defining the type of transformations required to generate an interoperable PIM 
model. Furthermore, research could be conducted to examine how to transform the domain model into an 
ontology so as to be able to reuse even more information expressed in the model. Finally, studies could be 
carried out to refine the UML profiles and incorporate constraints in OCL and research ways to transform 
these types of constraints. 
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